HYBRID X

®

HYBRID X...
even with gloves in hand!

Hybrid X Tactical Extension
The Hybrid X combines mission critical voice
communication with high speed data.
The Hybrid X concept offers a tactical user
interface for Bittium Tough Mobile rugged and secure
LTE smartphone. In addition it offers the possibility to
use a PMR radio terminal from the same device. The
concept has been designed to fulfill the needs of critical
communications professionals in different operating
environments.
In addition to voice and data communication the
Hybrid X offers also body-worn camera functionality in
the same device.

Patented, patent no. 126990

Features

Optional Features /
Accessories

- Secured mission critical audio communication
through dedicated PMR network (e.g. TETRA)
- Secure cable connection to the PMR terminal
as default (wireless as option)
- DSP (Digital Signal Processing) guarantees
clear and loud audio when transmitting
and receiving even in noisy environments
- Large buttons for convenient operation
even with gloves on (PTT, support for
secondary PTT etc.)
- Touch screen user interface for diffrent
applications (works with gloves on)
- High speed data through LTE network
(available as encrypted)
- Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity
- Body-worn camera functionality with an
option for extra wide angle lens
- Possibility to stream real-time video
- Extendable memory for photos and videos
- Red LED for enhanced barcode scanning in
bright sunlight
- IP67 rated protection from water and dust
- MIL-STD rated durability

- Radioactivity detector enables
an intelligent radioactivity warning
system for the whole organization
- Wireless connection (Bluetooth) to the
PMR terminal
- Proprietary Smart Holder for convenient
carrying, keeps the touch screen
safe and enables charging on the go
- Power bank connection cable for the
Smart Holder
- 170° extra wide angle lens for the Smart
Holder enhances body-worn camera use
- Vehicle holder that enables charging,
using external display and using the
LTE terminal as a dashboard camera

Smart Holder

Vehicle Holder

